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always with the knowledge that in so far as we improve
conditions and give men chances of growing fair and
straight we are making each generation more civilized,
better educated than their fathers. Indeed, eventually
men will be like gods.
the treatment of difficult children
General Suggestions
Let us consider the general suggestions for re-educating
children first and then consider some of the types that are
often found in ordinary schools.
Again Professor Burt is an invaluable guide. He insists,
of course, first of all on as careful and thorough examination
as possible in order to discover the cause of the difficulty
—emotional disturbances, difficulty with school work,
unsuitable physical conditions or employment, &c.
Only when the cause has been found can re-education
begin and this generally implies * new and more complicated
ways of behaving, elaborated always out of simpler and
more instinctive tendencies under the pressure of their
emotional excitement *. Thus the child who lies through
fear must be extolled when he speaks the truth and go
unrebuked for the confessed fault—thus using * the fixing
agency of pleasure and success ' to re-educate him in a new
attitude to truth. As the new standard of conduct flickers
into flame in all probability the child will be subjected
to moral conflicts, varying in strength with the hold that
his previous habit had on his conduct and the emotional
fervour with which he is striving for the new behaviour.
Here he will need all the help that can possibly be given
him—he must not refrain from stealing because he is now
afraid of being found out—but because he has faced the
thought of himself as a thief and disliked it. Hence it
seems as if at moments of conflict, and they occur in all
struggles for a new emotional habit, the educator must do
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